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Amy Archambault
inMotion: Memories of Invented Play
July 23—October 18, 2015
BCA Plaza
Boston, MA – The Boston Center for the Arts is pleased to announce that
artist Amy Archambault has been selected as the BCA Summer 2015
Public Art Resident. During her ten-week residency, Archambault will
create inMotion: Memories of Invented Play, a large-scale, interactive
structure that invites participants to uncommonly explore one of the
most ubiquitous learned activities – riding a bicycle.

Featuring a four-section interactive structure fabricated from
construction materials, athletic equipment, bicycles and additional
accessories, inMotion fuses together the ideas and visual dialogues
rooted in childhood play, group exercise, constructed place/landscape,
and the body as an extension of space.
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Each section of the artwork is designed to promote a diverse offering of
activities and experiences from pedaling apparatus, cycling stations,
resting areas, and wheel turning mechanisms that generate natural
sounds reminiscent of the classic playing cards laced into rear wheels
and spokes beads. In creating a safe, interactive, vibrant and visually
complex installation that encourages multiple levels of engagement,
Archambault aims to enliven the BCA’s thriving plaza while exploring
imagination, memory and the relationship between functionality, design
and play.
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The Boston Center for the
Arts (BCA) is a not-forprofit performing and visual
arts complex that supports
working artists to create,
perform and exhibit new works;
builds new audiences; and
connects art to community.
The BCA serves arts audiences
through exhibitions, live
performances and community
events, and supports artists
through affordable studio,
rehearsal and performance
space on the historic South
End site. The BCA’s two-acre
campus is home to hundreds
of working artists, as well as
several nonprofit arts and
educational groups that provide
a wide spectrum of services.
To learn more, please visit
bcaonline.org.

Project Support

Funded in part by the Fund
for the Arts, a public art
program of the New England
Foundation for the Arts.

About the Artist:
Amy Archambault received her MFA from the University of Pennsylvania,
PA and BA from the College of the Holy Cross, MA. Archambault's largescale installations, sculptures and inspective mixed media drawings
uncover playful and unconventional activations of sites and structures
that are seemingly void of human intervention. Her complex and
energetic installations incorporate both the material and the visual
languages of athletic culture, childhood play and the "home
improvement" / constructive domain. Recipient of the 2013
Massachusetts Cultural Council Artist Fellowship Grant (Sculpture /
Installation), and member of the Boston Sculptors Gallery, MA,
Archambault has exhibited her work throughout the Northeast.
Archambault will participate in the "Isles Arts Initiative" (Summer 2015)
on Georges Island (Boston Harbor Islands), Boston, MA. Her
installation “Futile Ascent” was recently featured in a group exhibition at
the GRIN Providence. Archambault was featured in Pulse Magazine for
its “Up & Coming Local Artists” outlook in Central Massachusetts, 2012.
She is currently Studio Supervisor and Lecturer at the College of the Holy
Cross, MA.
Special thanks to New England Foundation for the Arts and to Landry's
Bicycles, Galen Mook (Marketing & Advocacy, Landry's Bicycles), Elias
Moe (Fabrication, Slaughterhouse Bikes) and Shrewsbury Lumber for
their collaboration and efforts towards building a strong foundation and
making the wheels turn.

Public Programs: Free and Open to the Public
Institutional Support
We are grateful to the
Joan Mitchell Foundation for
their support.

Klarman Family Foundation
in collaboration with the
Barr-Klarman Arts Capacity
Building Initiative

To be announced
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